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Abstract
Responding to Jackson and Joshi's (20 II) call for specific models of the effects of
particular diversity types and against the backdrop of the rising desire for the publi c
expression of religious identities in the workplace (Hicks, 2003), we develo p a
framework that systematically explores when and how the expression of diverse
religious identities induces relational conflicts in organizational units. In devel oping
this fram ework, we integrate the respective literatures on religion studies (e.g. Hic ks,
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2003), identity-disclosure (e.g. Ragins, 2008) and diversity within organizational
groups Uackson and Joshi, 20 I I). Our framework specifies three paths whereby the
public expression of diverse religious identities can engender relational conflicts. As
mediators, we discuss perceivers' attribution of proselytism and religious discrimination,
as well as identity threats. Moreover, we examine the moderating roles of actors'
and perceivers' religious fundamentalism, perceivers' religious identity salience and
minority members' attribution of majority members' religious hegemonial claims. At
the theoretical level, we delineate particularities of religious identity diversity that
distinguish this diversity type from other deep-level diversity attributes. Concerning
practical implications, we argue that it is important to not only foster self-expression,
but also to be cognizant of the risks that the public expression of religious identities
entails.
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discrimination, religious diversity, religious fundamentalism

Increasing diversity in the workplace (Jackson and Joshi, 2011) constitutes a challenge
for many organizations (Cash and Gray, 2000). Diversity refers to the extent to which
members of an organizational unit are dissimilar from one another in one or more attributes, as well as the distribution ofthese attributes within the respective unit (e.g. Harrison
and Klein, 2007; Williams and O'Reilly, 1998). Concerning diversity research, thus far,
first, workplace diversity has been researched predominantly conducted with respect to
demographic diversity variables such as gender, age, race/ethnicity (e.g. Joshi and Roh,
2009) - so-called surface-level diversity variables, which are easily observable. A much
smaller number of studies has examined the effects of deep-level diversity variables such
as attitudes, beliefs and values, defined as not directly observable (Harrison and Klein,
2007; Harrison et al., 1998). Second, in their review article, Jackson and Joshi (201 1) call
for more studies on when and how different types of diversity have differential effects on
processes in organizations. Addressing these two issues, we explore the effects of diversity of religion-related beliefs and values on processes in organizations, thereby focusing
on a deep-level diversity variable that has received practically no attention in the extant
diversity literature.
At the societal level, tensions among members of different religions are frequent
causes of conflict, occasionally resulting in violence (Wuthnow, 2007). It is therefore
surprising that organizational scholars have thus by and large ignored the question of
when and how diverse religion-related beliefs and values engender relational conflicts
(Exline and Bright, 2011; King, 2008). At the same time, diversity concerning religionrelated beliefs and values is increasing in the USA (Wuthnow, 2004) and therefore presumbly also in the workforce of many, if not most, organizations. Moreover, there is a
rising desire on the part of employees to express their religion publicly, including in the
workplace (e.g. Lips-Wiersma and Mills, 2002).
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Against this backdrop, the present article analyzes the link between the public expression of diverse religious identities and relational conflicts within organizational units.
The public expression of religious identity pertains to how employees make their religion and its attendant beliefs and moral values apparent, either verbally (e.g. in statements or discussions) or through religious rituals (e.g. praying, wearing religious clothes)
or actions (e.g. displaying religious objects at work, inviting colleagues to religious
events). Relational conflicts (relationship conflicts) refer to emotional tensions among
persons that manifest either in heated debates or in the tendency to avoid one another
(Jehn and Bendersky, 2003). A large body of literature has shown that relational conflicts
are consistently negatively related to synergistic cooperation and group performance
(e.g. De Wit et al., 2012).
According to social identity theory (e.g. Tajfel and Turner, 1986), a person's social
identity is based on his or her membership in social collectives. Insofar as an individual's
religious identity is tied to membership in a religious denomination (Hill et al., 2000),
religious identity is thus a part of the respective person's social identity. The religious
identity of a person pertains to the central beliefs of that person's religion (e.g. the existence of a benevolent God), as well as its moral values (e.g. to help people in need)
(Blogowska and Saroglou, 2011; Hill et al., 2000).
Given that central beliefs and moral values are not directly visible, religious identity,
as mentioned, constitutes a deep-level diversity (see Harrison et al., 1998). However,
classifying religious identity as a deep-level attribute may be problematic in some cases.
For some believers, visible signs of their membership in a particular religion (e.g. specific styles of dressing, skin markings) constitute an integral part of their religious identity (Hicks, 2003). In such cases, religious identity can no longer be viewed as a deep-level
variable, because deep-level and surface-level attributes are inseparably connected in the
religious identities of these believers whose outward appearance clearly exposes their
deep-level religious identity. Nevertheless, this constellation is likely to be atypical for
the overwhelming majority of the religious denominations in the US context that we
focus on (see Table 1).
For most individuals, therefore, the public expression of diverse religion-related
beliefs constitutes a disclosure of an otherwise invisible identity. Hence, in developing
our model, we draw on the literature that examines such disclosures (e.g. Ragins, 2008).
The growing need to express one's religious identity in the workplace (e.g. Miller, 2007)
may reflect a person's desire for self-verification and to act in accord with his or her ideal
self through the alignment of thought and action in all spheres of life (Lips-Wiersma and
Mills, 2002; but also see Chaves, 201 0). This may reflect a high religious identity salience, which describes the centrality of a social identity across a person's multiple social
identities (Petriglieri, 2011 ). For many believers, their religious identity salience is high,
given that religion constitutes a basic orientation with respect to many important questions in life, as well as a metaphysical orientation that extends the believer's secular
existence (Weaver andAgle, 2002).
Within the context of an organization in which divers e religious beliefs and moral
values are represented, a public expression of religious identity may imply the disclosure
of a stigmatized identity - as was the case, for example, for Muslims in the USA after
9-11 (Ragins, 2008). Such a public expression therefore reflects the decision of a person
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Table I. Self-described religious identification of adult population from 2012 statistical abstract
of the US Census Bureau. 1
American Religious Identification Survey (ARIS) 2008
Religious tradition

Estimate

Percentage (%)

Catholic
Baptist
Mainline Christian
Christian (generic)
Pe ntecostai/C haris matic
Protestant denominations
Mormon/ Latter Day Saints
Jewish*
Eastern religions
Muslim
NRMs & other religions
None/ No religion
DKI Refused

57,199,000
36,148,000
29,375,000
32,441,000
7,948,000
7,131,000
3, I 58,000
2,680,000
I ,961,000
I ,439,000
2,804,000
34,169,000
II ,815,000
228,268,000

25.1
15.8
12.9
14.2
3.5
3.1
1.4
1.2
0.9
0.6
1.2
15.0
5.2
100

Total
American Religious Identification Survey (ARIS) 2008
Estimate

Mainline Christian
Methodist
Lutheran
Presbyterian
Episcopal ian/Anglican
United Church of Christ
Other

Christian generic
Christian unspecified
Non-denominational
Protestant unspecified
Evangelical/Born Again
Other

Pentecostal/Charismatic
Pentecostal unspecified
Assemblies of God
Church of God
Other

Protestant denominations
Churches of Christ
Jehovah's Witness
Seventh Day Adventist
Other

29,375,000
II ,366,000
8,674,000
4,723,000
2,405,000
736,000
I ,471,000
32,441,000
16,834,000
8,032,000
5,187,000
2,154,000
234,000
7,948,000
5,416,000
8 I 0,000
663,000
I ,059,000
7,131,000
I ,921,000
I ,914,000
938,000
2,358,000

%of subcategory

%of total

100
38.7
29.5
16.1
8.2
2.5
5
100
51.9
24.8
16
6.6
0.7
100
68.1
10.2
8.4
1.3
100
26.9
26.8
13.2
33.1

12.9
5.0
3.8
2.1
1.1
0.3
0.6
14.2
7.4
3.5
2.3
0.9
0.1
3.5
2.4
0.4
0.3
0.4
3.1
0.8
0.8
0.4
1.1

(Continued)
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Table I. (Continued)
American Religious Identification Survey (ARIS) 2008
Estimate

Eastern religion
Buddhist
Other

Nones/No religion
Agnostic
Atheist
Other

/,96/,000
I, 189,000
772,000
34,169,000

I ,985,000
1,621,000
30,563,000

%of subcategory
100

60.6
39.4
100

5.8
4.7
89.5

%of total
0.9

0.5
0.4
15.0

0.9
0.7
13.4

Available at: http://www.census.gov/compendia/statab/cats/population/religion.html (accessed 14
November 20 12).
*This refers to Jews by religion and not to the total Jewish ethnic population.
1

not to hide, but to reveal an otherwise invisible identity (Clair et aL, 2005). Ragins (2008)
developed a model that specifies the antecedents as well as the consequences of such a
decision for the respective person. By contrast, the framework we propose here addresses
the consequences of such decisions to publicly express an otherwise invisible identity for
the respective organizational unit. Moreover, we explore the conditions under which
these consequences are more or less likely to ensue. Unlike Ragins (2008), we do not
focus on the disclosure of one's sexual orientation, but instead one's religious identity.
We assume that the public expression of the actor will tend to be interpreted by the
perceivers as being the result of the actor's personal decision- that is, a conscious and
voluntary act. The literature on fundamental attribution errors (i.e. the widespread tendency to attribute the causes of behavior to the person rather than the situation, even
when this is inaccurate (Ross, 1977)) suggests that this is likely to be the case even when
actors do not believe themselves to be free to choose whether or not to express their
religious identity- for example, when their respective religion demands it. The fact that
not all members of a given religion choose to adhere to all prescribed behaviors makes it
even more likely that perceivers will regard public expressions as voluntary.
Hence, in this article we explore a previously unexamined form of deep-level diversity whose public expression can trigger specific attributions on the part of perceivers
(e.g. that the actor is proselytizing - that is, attempting to convert or recruit others)
because perceivers may wonder why the actor chooses to make his or her religious identity known. This question regarding the reasons for other people's behaviors is of little
relevance in the context of diversity types such as heterogeneity with respect to taskrelated knowledge, because the public display of such attributes is typically perceived as
more or less directly tied to working on the tasks at hand. By contrast, this question is
highly relevant with respect to the deep-level diversity type 'religious identity' because,
consistent with historical US culture and practice (Cash and Gray, 2000; Morgan, 2005),
the public expression of religious identity might violate US workplace norms in secular
organizations (Cash and Gray, 2000). Accordingly, some believers feel that the public
expression of religious identity 'seems out of place' at work (e.g. Lips-Wiersma and
Mills, 2002: 191 ). We argue that, if perceivers attribute proselytizing intentions to actors,
relational conflicts are particularly likely to ensue.
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We propose that there are important differences with respect to the way in which
different deep-level diversities are related to relational conflicts. These differences
pertain to the extent to which the expression of these variables- from the perspective
of both actors and perceivers- is under the control of the actors. For example, the
expression of personality traits (e.g. extroversion, timidity, closed-mindedness),
which also may engender relational conflicts, may mainly be interpreted as being
determined by genes and long-term socialization processes. By contrast, expressing
one's religious identity may to a larger extent be interpreted as a voluntarily decision
of the actor.
Even ifthe effects of such an expression are the same (that is, relational conflicts), this
distinction is important. If deep-level diversity exists with regard to personality traits,
one could prevent conflicts by, for example, taking personality into account when assembling the team (Humphrey et aL, 2007). In the case of religious diversity, by contrast,
conflicts may be prevented by coaching (1) actors concerning how to express their religious identities and (2) perceivers how to interpret actors' expression of religious identities (see King EB et aL, 2010) and by establishing within the organizational culture
certain norms in this regard (Ragins, 2008).
Hence, by examining the public expression of diverse religious identities, we focus on
a deep-level diversity type that may engender relational conflicts that did not exist prior
to this expression. As a practical consequence, it is sensible to ask whether organizations
could in some way benefit from permitting latent deep-level diversity attributes (religious identities) to become visible or whether such public expressions will predominantly engender negative effects.
There is empirical evidence for the assumption that public expression of diverse religious identities in the workplace can indeed foster interpersonal tensions (King JE et aL,
201 0; Mitroff and Denton, 1999). Relational conflicts caused by the public expression of
religious identities can impair synergistic collaboration and performance (De Wit et aL ,
2012). To simplify our framework, we focus on the links between the public expression
of diverse religious identities and relational conflicts, not on the consequences of relational conflicts, which a large body of literature has shown to be negative with respect to
a wide range of outcomes (De Wit et aL, 2012).
Some authors view the public expression of diverse religious beliefs more favorably
(e.g. Gentile, 2011; Hicks, 2003; Miller, 2007), whereas others are more skeptical (e.g.
Morgan, 2005). To explain and reconcile these opposing views, we discuss the risks and
the potential benefits associated with such an expression, as well as the moderators that
determine whether the former or the latter will prevaiL
The present article makes several important contributions to the diversity literature.
First, whereas some studies have examined deep-level attributes such as personality
traits and task-related knowledge (e.g. Kearney et aL, 2009), research on diversity concerning religious identities remains scarce (King, 2008). Against the backdrop of the
rising need and demand for the public expression of religious identities (Hicks, 2003),
we develop a framework that examines when and how such an expression can induce
relational conflicts and thus impair outcomes in organizational units. In doing so, we
respond to Jackson and Joshi's (2011) call for specific frameworks that address the particularities of specific (deep-level) diversity attributes.
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Second, our framework helps to establish the missing link (Stevens et aL, 2008)
between religious studies (e.g. Lynn et aL, 2010) and identity-disclosure research (e.g.
Ragins, 2008) on the one hand and management-oriented diversity research (e.g. Jackson
and Joshi, 2011) on the other. From the perspective of the literature on the disclosure of
invisible identites (Clair et aL, 2005), it is reasonable to assume that the public expression of religious identities in secular organizations- thereby violating culture norms in
the US context (Cash and Gray, 2000)- will be interpreted as the actors' voluntary decision, thus fostering (dysfunctional) attributions of intentions on the part of the perceiver.
Such attributions have thus far not been considered as an explanation for relational
conflicts.
Third, instead of explaining relational conflicts primarily as a result of social categorization processes (e.g. Van Knippenberg et aL, 2007), we discuss the alternative mediators: attribution of proselytism and attribution of religious discrimination. This more
complex explanatory model offers a more fine-grained analysis of the benefits and risks
associated with the public expression of diverse religious identities.

Focus on the US context
In examining the advantages and drawbacks entailed by the public expression of diverse
religious identities, we focus on the US context, because in the USA both religious diversity (Wuthnow, 2007) and religious identity salience are high (Stark and Glock, 2008).
Table 1 delineates religious diversity (defined as the number and distribution of different
religious denominations within a social collective) at the societal leveL Moreover, the
high identity salience of religion is reflected in rising efforts to proselytize on the part of
some Pentecostal denominations (Roy, 2011), as well as in the so-called 'faith-at-work
movement' (Miller, 2003). The faith-at-work movement is a decentralized initiative that
in 2003 already comprised 1200 different religious groupings in the USA (Miller, 2003).
Among these are mainline, liberal and Pentecostal Protestants, but also Catholics, Jews,
Buddhists and Muslims (Miller, 2007). Their common goal is the unfettered expression
of faith, and in some cases proselytism, in the workplace (Miller, 2003).

Legal context
US law (for an overview see Gregory, 2011) prohibits restrictions on the practice of religion (42 US.C. Paragraph 2000 e-2, 1994 ). Nevertheless, US organizations have some
leeway in that they are merely required to make 'reasonable' accommodations (Cash and
Gray, 2000). They can, for instance, constrain the public expression of religion by citing
'undue hardships' (42 US.C. Paragraph 2000 eU), 1994). Such 'undue hardships ' m ay
exist, for example, when the religion-related absence of an employee results in disadvantages for other employees, as may be the case when the necessary workflow gets interrupted. It is this leeway in combination with unclear criteria with regard to 'reasonable'
accomodations and 'undue hardships' (Cash and Gray, 2000) that not only gives rise to
court battles and societal discussions, but also conflict-laden debates within organizations (Morgan, 2005) that may impede the work motivation of the respective employees
(Exline and Bright, 2011 ).
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Figure I. Mediators and moderators of the relationship between the public expression of
diverse religious identities and relational conflicts.

Social context
Each employee is not only a member of his or her organization, but also subscribes to a
particular be lief system (which could also be atheism or non-rei igi on; see Table 1) within
a certain society. Hence, societal factors can strongly influence interactions in organizations (Lopez et al., 2009). For example, Wuthnow (2007) found that 44 percent of
Ame1icans perceive Muslims as 'strange' and view them negatively. Outside of organizations, such negative views are fueled by simplified and emotionally charged TV reports
(e.g. about forced marriages or br<Unwashing and weapons in madrassas, etc.) and
numerous books, pamphlets, songs, films and cartoons denigrating or ridiculing Muslims
as members of an out-group (Davidson, 2008). Muslims are a ready example in the post9/11 context. However, other religious groups experience similar dynamics to different
degrees, most notably Jews (particularly the more orthodox), Evangelical Christians,
Jehovah's Witnessess and Mormons (King et al., 2009). The view of other religions as
'strange,' which also underlies religiously motivated hate crimes (Davidson, 2008;
Wuthnow, 2004), may become part of the collective consciousness within which organizational members interact with one another (Greenhouse, 201 0).

The public expression of diverse religious identities and
relational conflicts
Figure 1 summarizes om· framework. We differentiate three paths (A, B, C) whereby the
public expression of diverse religious identities can engender relational conflicts. We
now examine these three paths in tum.
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Path A: The public expression of diverse religious
identities and relational conflicts
The public expression of diverse religious identities makes the previously latent diversity
concerning religious identities apparent. Through public expression, the deep-level
attribute 'religious identity' becomes a surface-level attribute insofar as it sends cues and
enables inferences regarding deep-level attributes of religious identity. Differences
among different religious identities will be all the more striking the more the apparent
differences not only pertain to basic and abstract beliefs, but also to concrete moral values and normative precepts and the more these are not described with regard to practical
actions, but on the basis of official teachings. For example, liberal Protestants can cite the
official teachings of their religion to be more active in promoting gender equality than
are conservative Protestants (Roy, 2011 ). By contrast, some conservative Protestant
denominations are more strongly engaged than are liberal Protestants in, for example,
efforts to establish mandatory school prayer, deny rights to same-sex couples and prevent
a liberalization of abortion and divorce laws (Cadge et al., 2007) . In contrast to liberals,
many conservative denominations are officially strongly opposed to the strict separation
of church and state (Diamond, 1998).
If the previously latent diversity of religious identies becomes apparent, this can
engender social categorization processes whereby persons are classified - depending
upon actual and/or merely assumed similarities and dissimilarities- as either 'in-group'
or 'out-group' members (Williams and O'Reilly, 1998). Specifically, members of the
same religious identity (e.g. liberal Protestants) will form an in-group that regards members of other religious denominations (e.g. conservative Protestants) as being an 'outgroup.' The formation of in- and out-groups can subsequently engender intergroup bias
- that is, in-group members are viewed and treated more favorably than out-group members (Brewer, 1999)- that is likely to result inrelational conflicts (Williams and O' Reilly,
1998). Hence, we posit:
Proposition 1: The public expression of diverse religious identities is positively related to the probability of relational conflicts among members of different religious
denominations.

Religious fundamentalism as a moderator
Perceivers' religious fundamentalism. Religious fundamentalism refers to the degree to
which persons adhere to a dogmatic and intolerant way of being religious (Blogowska
and Saroglou, 2011). For believers with high scores on religious fundamentalism, the
existence of diverse religious identities per se constitutes a problem, because in their
view there is only one 'true ' religion. Therefore, high religious fundamentalism employees will be especially inclined to perceive actors who publicly express religious identities
that differ from their own as fundam entally dissimilar. Under this condition, the likelihood will increase that the public expression of diverse religious identities engenders
adverse social categorization processes.
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This process is exacerbated by the fact that religious fimdamentalism is associated
with two overlapping, but not identical attitudes (Mavor et aL, 2011): conventionalism
(defined as the rejection of individual deviance from the norm) and authoritarianism
(defined as an aggressive stance in favor ofnational values and traditional morals (e.g.
Mavor et aL, 2011 ). This connection between religious fimdamentalism and conventionalism and authoritarianism further increases the already pronounced tendency of these
believers to stereotype and classify others (e.g. non-religious individuals) as out-group
members (Harper, 2007; Johnson et aL, 2011 ). Moreover, high religious fimdamentalism
and the social categorization processes it fosters often result in negative emotions toward
out-group members, but positive emotions toward in-group members (Blogowska and
Saroglou, 2011 ), which can further aggravate intergroup bias. Hence, we propose that if
religious fimdamentalism on the part ofthe perceivers is high, social categorization processes as well as intergroup bias are more likely to ensue. Therefore, if perceivers' religious fimdamentalism is high, the public expression of diverse religious identities will be
more closely related to relational conflicts.
By contrast, believers low in religious fundamentalism will at least tend to accept and
be tolerant of the existence of multiple differing religious beliefs. These believers may
even welcome the expression of diverse religious (and secular) identities as an opportunity for engaging in meaningful discussions, learning and growth (Watson and Morris,
2005). If religious fimdamentalism is low, dissimilarities may thus hold some attraction.
Similarities among members with different religious and secular identities are thus tied
to the positive evaluation of diversity per se. By elevating the criteria for similarities and
in-group inclusion to a meta-level, positive feelings and approach behaviors can ensue
among the representatives of different social (religious and secular) identities. Under
these circumstances, the positive potential entailed by the public expression of diverse
religious identities is most likely to unfold. The appreciation of the perceived diversity
can foster the willingness to communicate and cooperate among persons with different
beliefs and help to end the stigmatization of some religious identities (Hicks, 2003;
Ragins, 2008). Thus, given low religious fimdamentalism and the above-discussed integrative mechanisms, the relationship between the public expression of diverse religious
identities and relational conflicts is likely to be attenuated.

Actors' religious fundamentalism. Persons can publicly express their religious identity in different ways. If actors who express their religious identity score high on religious fimdamentalism, they are likely to speak about their religious identity in ways that others perceive
as closed-minded (Hunsberger and Jackson, 2005), one-sided and judgmentaL Such perceptions are likely to foster attributions of dissimilarity, which in tum enhance social categorization processes and intergroup bias. As in the case of religious fimdamentalism of
perceivers, high religious fimdamentalism of actors is therefore likely to strengthen the
relationship between the public expression of religious identities and relational conflicts.
Hence we posit:
Proposition 2: The positive relationship between the public expression of diverse religious
identities and relational conflicts among members of different religious denomination is
moderated by both the actors ' and the perceivers' religious fimdamentalism such that
this relationship is strengthened (weakened) when religious fimdamentalism is high (low).
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Path B: The public expression of diverse religious
identities, the attribution of proselytism, identity threats
and relational conflicts
The public expression

of diverse religious identities and the attribution

of proselytism
We submit that the public expression of diverse religious identities is positively related
to the attribution of proselytizing attempts on part of the perceivers. Given that even the
actors themselves sometimes regard such a public expression in a secular organization as
inappropriate (see Lips-Wiersma and Mills, 2002), perceivers are all the more likely to
wonder why a co-worker has decided to express his or her religious identity. Of course,
we do not regard the public expression of one's religious identity and proselytism as
synonymous. Many believers may merely wish to express their religious identity to, for
example, avoid identity gaps (e.g. Hicks, 2003). Others may wish to witness their beliefs.
However, there is a thin line between witnessing and proselytizing - a line that is likely
to be difficult to define and easy to blur even for the actors. From the perceiver's view,
actors' witnessing becomes proselytizing if the receiver interprets the actor's witnessing
as an attempt to convert the perceiver. Therefore, perceivers are likely to frequently (mis)
interpret public expressions of religious identities. Moreover, there are denominationsespecially some Christian evangelicals (Hicks, 2003)- that are known for their strong
proselytism efforts (Cash and Gray, 2000). Hence, the tendency on the part of perceivers
to attribute proselytism to those who publicly express their religious identities seems
plausible, regardless of whether or not this attribution is accurate in every case.
Actors can express their religious identity in a way that is perceived as tolerant and
informative or in a way that is dogmatic and patronizing. Given that believers high on
religious fundamentalism are convinced of the absolute validity of their religious identity (Hunsberger and Jackson, 2005), they will tend to express their religious identity in
the latter, rather than the former, way (Blogowska and Saroglou, 2011 ). This decreases
the uncertainty of the perceivers concerning whether or not to interpret the actor 's public expression as proselytism by lending credence to attributions of proselytism. Hence,
we posit:
Proposition 3: There is a positive relationship between actors ' public expression of
religious identity and perceivers ' attribution of proselytizing attempts. This positive relationship is moderated by the actors' religious fundamentalism such that this relationship is strengthened (weakened) when actors ' religious fundamentalism is high (low).

Perceivers' attribution of proselytizing attempts, perceivers' identity
threat and relational conflicts
From the perspective of the perceiver, the attribution of proselytism means that the actor
is trying to say that the perceivers' belief and value system has shortcomings and requires
revisions or even fundamental changes. The actor may proselytize with positive intensions (guided by precepts such as the Christian ' love thy neighbor' ). Nevertheless,
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perceivers can regard such efforts as an inappropriate critique oftheir religious or secular
identity. If perceivers think that their religious or secular identity is not being respected,
they will experience an identity threat, defined as potential harm to the value or the
meaning of an (religious or secular) identity (Petriglieri, 2011 ). This is likely to happen
when the positiveness or distinctiveness of one's identity is being questioned (Taj fel and
Turner, 1986). (Attributed) proselytism may be experienced in this way and thus engender religious or secular identity threats. Moreover, we argue that the attribution of proselytism is more strongly related to identity threats when a perceiver's religious identity
is highly salient (Petriglieri, 2011 ). As mentioned, high religious identity salience means
that this part of a person's identity is central to the person's overall self-concept
(Petriglieri, 2011 ). Hence, the more salient the religious identity is, the more strongly the
attribution of proselytism insults, denigrates and threatens a perceiver's overall identity
and self-concept (see Taylor, 1992). We therefore posit:
Proposition 4: Perceivers' attribution of proselytizing attempts is positively related
to perceivers' experience of identity threats. Perceivers' religious (or secular) identity
salience moderates this relationship such that it is strengthened (weakened) when
perceivers' (religious) identity salience is high (low).

Furthermore, we argue that relational conflicts will develop between perceivers who
believe their identity to be threatened and the actor whose public expression of his or her
religious identity- interpreted by the perceiver as proselytism - engenders this identity
threat. Hence, we posit that the perceivers' experience of identity threats fosters relational conflicts with the respective actors:
Proposition 5: Perceivers' experience of religious/secular identity threats is positively
related to relational conflicts with the actors who are believed to be proselytizing.

Path C: The public expression of diverse religious
identities, the attribution of religious discrimination,
identity threats and relational conflicts

The public expression of diverse religious identities and the attribution
of religious discrimination
Within most organizations, there will be religious majorities and minorities. The attribution of religious discrimination that we discuss next is most likely to be made by members of religious minorities and directed (openly or tacitly) against members of religious
majorities. This attribution entails that minority members ascribe to majority members
the intention to put religious minority m embers at a disadvantage with respect to the
allocation of resources. Minority members may regard as evidence for such intentions
the fact that numerous religious discrimination claims are regularly brought to the attention of the Equal Employment Commission (EEOC). In 2005 alone, the EEOC had to
address 2340 claims of religious discrimination, one-third of which the EEOC evaluated
as being justified (Davidson, 2008). Compared to age- or sex-related discrimination
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claims, this is a small number (Davidson, 2008). But religious discrimination claims
roughly doubled in the years 1993-2003 (EEOC, 2004; Greenhouse, 2010). The EEOC
gets claims related to differential treatment based on religion with respect to promotions,
compensation, work assignments and employment terms (EEOC, 2010). These complaints are filed by members of many different religious groups, including Jews, Sikhs,
Catholics, Protestants and Seventh Day Adventists. The greatest increase in the number
of complaints has come from Muslims (Greenhouse, 2010).
At the theoretical level, the existence of religious status diversity has to be distinguished from its interpretation. Religious status diversity- that is, diversity as disparity
(Harrison and Klein, 2007)- pertains to the degree to which important resources such as
pay, power, status and prestige are distributed unequally across the different religious
denominations in an organizational unit. At the societal level, there is some evidence for
the existence of religious status diversity. With respect to criteria such as income, educational level and occupational prestige, members of some religions (e.g. mainline
Presbyterians) on average seem to rank higher than members of other religions (e.g.
Jehova's witnesses; Davidson, 2008; Smith and Faris, 2005; also see Beyer, 2003;
Beyerlein and Chaves, 2003). The fact that a substantial number of religious discrimination claims appear to be justified (as evaluated by the EEOC) also suggests that religious
status diversity exists.
The more diverse religious identities are expressed in public, the more the employees'
different religious denominations become identifiable. Thus, religious status diversity in
the organizational unit may become apparent. The problem with respect to religious discrimination is not the existence of religious status diversity as such, but the way it is
interpreted. Members of religious minorities are unlikely to interpret the existence of religious status diversity as, for example, the result of religion-unrelated differences concerning qualifications and performance. Instead, it is more likely that religious minority
members will interpret religious status diversity as a continuation of past experiences of
discrimination and as the result of religious majority members' attempts to marginalize
them still today (Beyerlein and Chaves, 2003; Davidson, 2008). These explanations of
religious status diversity are continually fueled by individual cases that religious minority
members may hear or read about. For example, there was a great deal of public discussion
of the case of Susann Bashir, who was dismissed by her organization after she converted
from Christianity to Islam (Gilliam, 2012). Moreover, Muslim women have reported that
they feel they are being treated less favorably when they wear hijabs (a veil covering the
head) during interviews (Ghumman and Jackson, 201 0; Ghumman and Ryan, 2013).
Hence, we propose that the realization of the existence ofreligious status diversity
combined with the explanation ofthis diversity as being the result of religious discrimination engenders a positive association between the public expression of diverse religious identities and the attribution of religious discrimination on the part of religious
minority members against members of religious majorities in the respective
organization.
Proposition 6: The public expression of diverse religious identities is positively related to religious minority members' attribution that religious majority members engage
in acts of religious discrimination.
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The attibution of religious hegemonial claims as moderator
If many or all members of the religious majority express their religious identities in the
workplace, members of religious minorities may interpret this as evidence ofthe majority's religious hegemonial claims. It is particularly likely that religious minority members
will attribute religious hegemonial claims to majority members if, for example, the commencement of work in the morning is preceded by a joint prayer ofthe respective Christian
majority (Domke, 2004 ). Beamon (2003) reported that not only members of non-Christian religions, but also many liberal Christians perceive such public rituals as indicative of
religious hegemonial claims. Hence, we assume that religious status diversity made visible by the public expression of diverse religious identities is most likely to foster the
attribution on the part of minority members that majority members discriminate against
them if the minority members ascribe hegemonial claims to the majority members:
Proposition 7: The positive relationship between the public expression of diverse religious identities and the attribution of religious discrimination is moderated by minority members' attribution of religious hegemonial claims to members of religious
majorities such that this relationship is strengthened (weakened) when the attribution
of religious hegemonial claims is high (low).

Attribution of religious discrimination, identity threats and relational
conflicts
Analogous to the dynamics described in Path B, minority members' attribution that religious majority members engage in acts of religious discrimination against them will lead
the minority members to perceive their religious identity to be denigrated and to thus
experience identity threats (Taylor, 1992). We further submit that, as on Path B, the relationship between minority members' attribution of religious discrimination and their
experience of identity threats is positively moderated by the salience of their religious
identity (Petriglieri, 2011 ):
Proposition 8: The attribution of religious discrimination is positively related to minority members ' experience of identity threats. This relationship is moderated by minority members ' religious identity salience such that this relationship is strengthened
(weakened) when religious identity salience is high (low).

Finally, we posit that religious minority members' experience of identity threats will
engender conflicts with religious majority members whom the minority members believe
to engage in acts of religious discrimination against them. Religious minority members
can actively cope with this religious identity threat (Petriglieri, 2011 ), for example by
pronouncing a religious equality claim or by filing a religious discrimination claim at
EEOC. However, such actions are likely to further exacerbate the conflicts between the
respective m embers of religious minorities and majorities. Majorities tend to explicitly
or implicitly expect minorities to assimilate to the dominating belief and value systems
(Davidson, 2008; Verkuyten, 2005)- a position that minority members may interpret as
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authoritarian (Mavor et al., 2011 ). Moreover, there is the risk that these conflicts will
foster intra-organizational disputes over the allocation of resources (Konrad, 2003). We
therefore posit:
Proposition 9: Religious minority members' experience of identity threats is positively related to relational conflicts with respective religious majority members.

Discussion
The diversity literature has by and large neglected to examine the effects of religious
diversity within organizational units (King et al., 2009). This constitutes a lamentable
gap in the literature, given that religious diversity is rising in many countries and entails
many challenges (Wuthnow, 2007). In light of the high levels of conflict among members of different religions at the societal level, we therefore agree with other authors (e.g.
Exline and Bright, 2011) that it is necessary for scholars to fill the gap that exists in the
literature concerning the effects of religious diversity within organizational units. By
focussing on the US context, we developed a framework that examines the relationship
between the public expression of diverse religious identities and relational conflicts
among members of different religious affiliations, thereby responding to calls of diversity scholars (e.g. Jackson and Joshi, 2011) to develop more fine-grained and complex
models that explore the effects of specific deep-level diversity attributes.
With respect to theory, by establishing the missing link (Stevens et al., 2008) between
religious studies (e.g. Lynn et al., 2010) and identity-disclosure research (Ragins, 2008)
on the one hand and management-oriented diversity research (e.g. Joshi and Roh, 2009)
on the other, we identified important aspects with respect to which the deep-level diversity attribute religious identity differs from other deep-level diversity types. As discussed,
with respect to the deep-level attribute religious identity, the question arises on the part
of the perceivers why the actor reveals his or her deep-level religious identity. This question does not arise in regard to other deep-level attributes such as personality traits (e.g.
extroversion) or task-related knowledge (Kearney et al., 2009). However, (tacitly) asking
this question entails the risk of dysfunctional attributions (proselytism) that perceivers
make in regard to actors' intentions. Hence, there are limitations associated with the
trend in diversity research to treat as similar different forms of deep-level diversity and
to develop generic models that are assumed to be generalizable to multiple diversity
types (e.g. Van Knippenberg and Schippers, 2007). Whereas social categorization processes primarily ensue on the part of perceivers as a response to the content ofthe (surface-level) religious identity expressed by the actor, dysfunctional attributions of
intentions are mainly the response to the (usually voluntary) expression of a deep-level
attribute. This is a difference that has not been discussed adequately in the extant diversity literature.
The extant literature suggests that the public expression of diverse religious identities
entails both opportunities and risks. Given that we have identified three partially independent paths whereby this public expression can engender relational conflicts, our
framework primarily emphasizes the risks associated with employees expressing their
religious identities in the workplace (see Exline and Bright, 2011 ). We believe that only
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a relatively complex framework such as the one we propose here enables an adequate
understanding of these multi-faceted risks (Exline and Bright, 2011 ). These risks are
further exacerbated by the discussed particularities ofthe social and legal context in the
USA - environmental factors over which organizations have no influence (Davidson,
2008). Finally, and perhaps most importantly, religious fundamentalism plays a central
role in our framework as a facilitator ofrelational conflicts. Ifreligious fundamentalism
is interpreted as a personality trait (see Altemeyer and Hunsberger, 1992), this factor is
also not under the control of the organization, at least not with respect to the existing
workforce. Hence, the positive potential afforded by a public expression of religious
identities, valuable as it may be (Hicks, 2003), could prove difficult to realize.

Limitations and further research
One limitation of our analysis is that we partially relied on information that pertains to
the societal level (e.g. Davidson, 2008). There is a need for much more descriptive data
at the organizational level (King, 2008), especially because the degree of religious diversity in organizations is likely to be lower than that at the societal level due to organizational selection processes (Schneider et aL, 1995). In addition to the moderators we
discussed, it seems sensible to also analyze the (moderating) effects of the type of the
organization (e.g. religious/non-religious; profit/non-profit; Smith et aL, 2006), the size
of the organization (Lynn et aL, 2010) and the type of workplace- for example, in terms
of the frequency of social interaction (Davidson and Caddell, 1994 ). In part because the
effects of these moderators are controversial (Lynn et aL, 2010), we did not refer to them
in our analysis. Moreover, our framework would benefit from an analysis of the effects
engendered by the changes in the religion-related workforce composition (e.g. a rising
proportion of non-Christians and of employees with no r eligious affiliation).
As mentioned, some authors (e.g. Altemeyer and Hunsberger, 1992) have interpreted
religious fundamentalism as a stable personality trait. Given the central importance of
religious fundamentalism in our framework, it is important to consider if and to what
extent religious fundamentalism - and the attendant authoritarianism (Mavor et aL,
2011)- could also be construed as being the result of social norms (Mavor et aL, 20 11 )
that could be changed within organizations (Hicks, 2003).

Managerial implications
To strike an adequate balance between employees' need to express their religious identity, the legal requirements for reasonably accommodating them and the organization's
interest to ensure constructive cooperation and positive work-related values presents an
enormous management challenge. Implementing the meta-norm 'respectful pluralism '
(Hicks, 2003: 174; also see Gentile, 2011) may be helpful. Respectful pluralism refers to
the requirement that all employees be mutually respectful in their relations with others,
including those who express religious identities that differ from their own. This metanorm could be communicated to employees in diversity trainings (King EB et aL, 20 10).
As mentioned, in this process it may be helpful to train actors in how to express their
religious identities and perceivers in how to interpret actors' expression of religious
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identities. Accurate information about the meaning of such things as sacred holidays,
rituals, practices or attire can be explained for various faiths, thus reducing confusion
about the implications of different beliefs. Moreover, defining general diversity-related
guidelines may be helpful. On the one hand, these guidelines should emphasize the right
of all employees to express their religious or secular identity within the confines of the
existing rules. On the other hand, these guidelines should emphasize the obligation of all
employees to respect the right of all colleagues to do the same.
Implementing these diversity-related guidelines will inevitably require compromises. Research on procedural fairness (e.g. Cropanzano and Stein, 2009) can help
managers take informed steps toward developing generally accepted guidelines. The
concept of procedural fairness mandates that such guidelines are defined collaboratively and with equal involvement of both religious majority and religious minority
members.
Our framework demonstrates the risks associated with a tolerant and pluralistic
organizational culture (Gebert and Boerner, 1999; Hicks, 2003; Taylor, 1992) within
which diversity is positively viewed as a reflection of norms concerning tolerance and
pluralism (Wuthnow, 2007). The more the potentially conflict-inducing public expression of diverse religious identities is permitted, the more the organizational unit would
have to implement consensus-inducing measures such as fostering a superordinate common social identity (Fiol et al., 2009; Gebert et al., 2010), partially based on the metanorm of 'respectful pluralism' (Hicks, 2003). Instead of one-sidedly emphasizing the
ideas of tolerance and individual self-expression, it would be important to simultaneously communicate their necessary limitation (Hicks, 2003; Taylor, 1992) and emphasize
justice for all (Cropanzano and Stein, 2009; Stevens et al., 2008). This will increase the
chance that the diversity-related guidelines regarding the public expression of diverse
religious identities would be accepted and acted upon.
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